PS057

my mini flower pin cushion
Requirements:
-:- Colour 1: Petals Fat ⅛
-:- Colour 2: Flower Centre 3” square fabric
-:- Pearl 8 thread.
-:- 10cm piece of wool felt.
-:- Golf Tee 54mm (2⅛”) - I bought mine from ebay.
Finished Size: 6.35cm x 7.5xm (2½” x 3”)

Create:
Petals:
Step One: Trace 5 x 3.5” circles onto the wrong side of your petal fabric.

Step Two: Iron your circle in half, then in quarters. Make sure the raw edges
are even. Repeat for the 5 petals.
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Step Three: Using some Pearl 8 thread, start about ⅛ from the edge and on one corner sew a running stitch
along the raw edge. Gently pull the thread to gather the petal. Don’t cut the thread but start stitching the
next petal. All the five petals will be connected. Make sure the raw edges are facing the same way when
stitching together.

Step Four: When finished adding the five petals close the gap by stitching the last petal to the first. Spread
the gathers evenly around your flower.

Centre:
Step Five: Trace 1 x 2½” circle for the centre. Using some Pearl 8 thread, start about ⅛ from the edge sew
a running stitch along the raw edge. Gently gather your circle with the wrong side of the fabric on the inside. Place a small piece if polyester stuffing in the gathered circle and when happy with the amount of
stuffing pull the thread tight and secure with a knot. Trim the threads.

Assembly:
Step Six: Using a hot glue gun, place a
rim of glue around the inner circle of the
flower petals. Take your flower centre
and press your flower centre, gathered
ends down on the petals and hold for a
few seconds.
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Step Seven: Cut a 1¼” circle of wool felt.
Step Eight: Turn your flower upside down. Place glue onto one side of your felt. And glue the felt circle onto
the base of your flower. Make sure it is centered and covering the raw edges. Press to ensure the felt is
glued.

Step Nine: Finally place glue onto the flat part of the golf tee and place this
against the centre of the wool felt on the bottom of your flower. Hold for a
few seconds until the glue has set.

Step Ten: Place your new pin cushion into a reel of thread. You now have a handy and portable pin cushion whilst hand stitching.
Your mini flower pin cushion has now been
passionately sewn by you.
Janeene

Passionately Sewn: techniques
Running Stitch
From the back of your fabric pull your needle up
at A and insert it back into fabric at B; pull your
needle up again at C and insert it back into the
fabric at D. Continue in the same manner, loading several stitches on needle at a time.

Items made from Passionately Sewn patterns are allowed to be sold in small volumes ONLY. Please
include a reference to www.passionatelysewn.com.au in the item description. Thanks!
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3.5” circle template
Petals

1.25” circle
Felt

2.5” circle template
Flower Centre

Make a Template
Trace the shapes onto template plastic.
Cut out shape on line
Use template to trace on fabric/felt

PS057 my mini flower pin cushion
Circle Templates for Tracing

